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When @Michelle Slavik, Director, Operational Excellence, Clinical Operations, takes her surfboard into
the water, she does it for herself, she does it for her late husband, and she does it for women who are
also dealing with loss.
Michelle was a GBTer when her husband passed away a few years ago. At the time, she was Associate
Director, Business Operations and Quality Systems. She still remembers how well she had
compartmentalized her work life and her personal life. But she could do it no more. And she found there
was a GBT community waiting to support her and her young family, which included two sons, then ages
7 and 9.
“The GBT community rallied around me in a way that was largely felt even if not seen,” says Michelle. “It
was incredible, and it made work incredibly safe for me.” Her then manager – John Farris, head of
Quality – quickly shifted all communications his way to limit work for Michelle, and the team put
together a fund for Michelle and her boys. For weeks, Michelle grieved at home with her family. But even
then, she felt the support of the GBT community, with leaders dropping by to check in and deliver food.
https://gbeat--simpplr.visualforce.com/apex/simpplr__app?u=/site/a15f20000085t6aAAA/page/a105x000007ZO3MAAW
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But when the pivotal Oxbryta study was published in The New England Journal of Medicine in August
2019, Michelle knew approval was likely right around the corner. And she knew the team needed her.
Michelle had spent the past year preparing GBT for the eventual FDA inspection of the data supporting
the New Drug Application for Oxbryta. She went back to GBT.
“I figured I’d try going back to work, just on a part-time basis to see how it would feel. The GBT
community was so supportive and gave me a soft place to land. Grief often takes away personal choice
and a sense of control. Being back at GBT gave me a sense of agency.”
Oxbryta was granted accelerated approval on November 25, 2019, a time when Michelle was also
looking for other ways to manage her grief. Some GBTers were strong proponents of therapy, and her
late husband’s friends suggested she try surfing – something her husband loved and had been teaching
their sons.

Healing with Surf Therapy

After some online searching, Michelle learned about Groundswell Community Project, a nonprofit
devoted to surf therapy for women. Their work resonated with her since she felt better working out her
grief physically, initially with rock climbing and boxing. She agreed to join a surf retreat they had
coming up.
“I didn’t even know surf therapy was a modality that existed,” explains Michelle. “I believe my late
husband led me there.” Right around the same time, Michelle started her current job at GBT, where her
team continued to encourage her to talk about her grief. “I didn’t have the language to do that yet,” she
says.
Meanwhile, Groundswell was gaining attention from National Geographic. The company planned to
profile the nonprofit’s work as part of a video series called Impact, focused on women making an impact
in their communities. It gave Michelle pause when she learned they would be filming the retreat. But
she decided to go ahead anyway.
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“October 2020 was the first time I really told my story and sat in my grief,” notes Michelle. “I found a
safe community with the women.”

Impact – narrated by Gal Gadot – was bigger than Michelle realized. In fact, it’s currently airing on
Disney+ in 143 countries. Including in Ghana, where Michelle’s new boss, Bella Oguno, happened to see
it while traveling for GBT. She immediately called Michelle and encouraged her to share more about her
grief at GBT, too.

Then in 2021, Kelsey Ellis, Groundswell’s Bay Area Program Manager – and the featured person in
Groundswell’s Impact story – invited Michelle to be a volunteer mentor and therapy facilitator. It didn’t
take long for Michelle to accept, knowing anything she learned she could bring back to her boys.
Later that year, Michelle felt ready to expand her community at GBT and talk to her new team about her
experience. “I finally had learned the language to talk about grief,” she says. She shared her personal
story and some of the lessons she learned about managing through grief, too.

A New Passion for Healing

Today, Michelle is a surf safety and therapy facilitator at Groundswell. “I hold brave space for other
women in the program to talk about their grief,” she notes. She also teaches surf safety, noting that the
ocean environment can be very healing. “It is easier to tap into your heart space when you're in nature.”
In fact, surf therapy is inspiring people like the US Surgeon General, who recently asked Groundswell to
host a special session for him and his Medical Innovation team.
“He has a special interest in looking at isolation, loneliness, and grief and their impact on health,” says
Michelle. Groundswell hosted one of their “Waves of Grief” sessions for the Surgeon General’s team and
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showed how the community-based “drop-in” program welcomes anyone who wants to share in their
grief. You don’t even need to surf or know how to swim, she notes.

Equity in Surfing
Many people lack access to the water or the expensive equipment required to surf. Groundswell is
also helping create more diversity and equity in surfing, something Michelle says mirrors the work
in equity at GBT. “I feel like there's a sort of intersection of things happening between GBT and the
surf community,” she explains.
Part of their work at Groundswell is debunking myths about who surfs and what a surfer looks like.
The organization also looks to increase access to the water, which can be a barrier to entry for
many.
There are other organizations doing work like Groundswell. To learn more about equity in surfing,
check out these groups: Color the Water; Brown Girl Surf; International Surf Therapy Organization.
And, you can reach out to Michelle, too.

Groundswell continues to make waves in therapy, becoming the first organization to teach a curriculum
in surf therapy for continuing education credits. And Michelle continues to help the organization
monthly, something her boys are incredibly proud of. Just like they’re proud of her work at GBT.
Michelle has found herself in a special community at GBT, with colleagues who hear her story or who
watch Impact coming to speak to her about their own grief. “It builds a sense of community with how
many GBTers feel safe enough to approach me,” she notes. “Sometimes just hearing someone else tell
their story makes it easier for you to tap into your own grief.”
She adds, “Community is a value woven within the GBT culture, and the ritual of meeting and working
together can be so helpful in carrying someone through grief.”
Learn more about Groundswell in Episode 2 of Impact, titled “Surf Sisters.”
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